
Group Work: Foe or Friend?
By Inna Kim

How often do you feel like you’re the only stu-
dent who does all the work while everyone else 
in the group bene!ts? Over the years, IHSL has es-
tablished a very unique teaching philosophy that 
encourages students to work in groups instead of 
working individually. This unique teaching philoso-
phy was designed to help young immigrants from 
all over the world with their academic and linguistic 
growth and success. However, this speci!c method 
of teaching often causes frustration and arguments 
among many students. Students at IHSL often !nd 
themselves wondering exactly how this method of 
teaching bene!ts them. What are the advantages 
and the disadvantages of this teaching philosophy? 
Is it fair?  

 International Minds interviewed the Director of 
Academic A"airs at the Internationals Head O#ce 
– Megan Mehr to try and answer the questions that 
our students have about group work. For example,  
why are students in international schools highly 
encouraged to work in groups instead of working in-
dividually? Mehr explains that “when students work 
together in groups, they develop their speaking and 
listening skills much more quickly than they would 
if they didn’t have the opportunity to talk with oth-
er students to complete their academic tasks.” For 
Mehr, collaboration is a major reason why students 
in International schools are encouraged to work in 
groups. “Collaboration is a very important skill that 
everyone needs to learn in order to succeed in col-
lege, graduate school, and the workplace,” states 
Mehr. “The best high schools in America now use the 
same strategies that our International High Schools 
have been using for years.”  

“Nancy D’Haiti, a sophomore, feels like 
group work is an opportunity for some stu-
dents to be lazy. “I always feel like my group 
mates expect me to do all the work by my-

self,” says D’Haiti.” 

Carol Franco, the ninth and tenth grade science 
teacher at IHSL agrees. “Collaboration is a skill that 

is underrated; it is as essential to success as the abili-
ties to read and write,” she claims. “Students who work 
collaboratively learn and teach each other. Students 
who work alone have no opportunity to review their 
knowledge, revise their work and improve, or receive 
feedback.” Jon Harriman, Principal at IHSL adds, “There 
is signi!cant research that shows that students work-
ing collaboratively are pushed to think and grow aca-
demically and intellectually. Finally much of the profes-
sional world involves working collaboratively, and this 
experience builds a foundation for that,” concludes 
Harriman. 

There is no doubt that students who are new to Eng-
lish language bene!t from group work because they 
get the help they need from those students who are 
more advanced English language speakers. However, 
is collaborating as bene!cial to more advanced English 
language speakers? “Figuring out how to explain the 
information to a classmate in a di"erent way requires 
the academically advanced student to really think 
about the information,” explains Mehr. “The result 
is that the academically advanced student actually 
learns the material more deeply than he would have if 
he just worked on the task alone. When academically 
advanced students help other students and guide the 
work of their group, they are developing important 
leadership skills that will serve them well in college 
and in their careers,” concludes Mehr. Jon Harriman 
adds that “all students should be challenged in the 
classroom as they work together to complete projects. 
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One important aspect of group work is that stu-
dents might be stronger in one area and weaker in 
others, and as we do complex, real-world tasks, we 
get to develop a wide range of skills.” 

Unfortunately, not all students agree with Harri-
man or Mehr. Shahodat Sharopova, a twelfth grade 
student, believes that working in groups doesn’t 

really help the students who are academically ahead 
because “the students who can do their work without 
their

 group have to “wait for them” and this slows students 
down. Yishan Cai, another senior, agrees with Sharop-
ova. “(I) know some people who would just rather do 
everything by themselves because they know it’s faster 
that way,” Cai says. Nancy D’Haiti, a sophomore, feels 
like group work is an opportunity for some students to 
be lazy. “I always feel like my group mates expect me 
to do all the work by myself,” says D’Haiti. 

Are teachers aware when one student is doing more 
than their fair share in a group project? “Of course they 
know!” says Cai. “That’s why they put those students in 
a particular group. The teachers expect those students 
to be the leaders and help the rest of a group !nish the 
work.” Franco con!rms that “since our class sizes are 
small, teachers get to know their students fairly well.” 
Harriman says it’s more complicated. “It can some-
times be di#cult to know, but our teachers have a lot 
of experience with group work and have many ways 
to assess how students are doing on the projects and 
their contributions.” 

It seems that students and the administration might 
have di"erent viewpoints on the bene!ts of group 
work. So, do students unhappy with group work have 
any suggestions on how to change the teaching phi-
losophy of the Internationals? “Let the students who 
are academically ahead sit together in one group and 
the students who are academically behind in another 
group,” Sharopova proposes. Cai suggests combining 
ninth and tenth grade for only a few classes a week. 
“If the school wants the sophomores and the fresh-
men to be in the same class, make it for 2 or 3 classes 
a day, or 2 or 3 days a week,” she says. “The rest of the 
time, the sophomores should be provided with more 
challenging courses, that way when they get to the 
higher grades, they wouldn’t feel so much pressure 
all of a sudden.” Janice Chen, a junior, believes that 
IHSL should conduct a survey, where students have a 
chance to name students they !nd it di#cult to work 
with. D’Haiti adds, “we should do more individual work 
than group work because then everyone will have no 
other choice but to do their own work for themselves. “

Individual versus Group Work
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